EKWAL
SPECIFICATION

A new, elegant, no compromise, full range, ported
loudspeaker for passive and aktiv playback

KEY FEATURES
❙

Soft dome, high-frequency driver with neodymium
magnet that provides an exceptionally clean and
open sound

❙

Custom bass/midrange polypropylene driver units
with a strong die-cast chassis and dual field shaping
magnets that produce a detailed midrange and deep,
tight bass response

❙

Compact high-density cabinet construction and high
specification crossover ensure accurate reproduction
across the full frequency range

❙

Fully shielded drive units enabling the Ekwal to be
placed close to a television, monitor or computer
without causing picture interference

❙

Versatile aktiv/passive link plates, provide several
crossover configurations that can be changed effortlessly
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The new Linn Ekwal is an elegant, no compromise,
full range, ported loudspeaker designed to give the
ultimate performance from a compact enclosure in two
channel, multi channel and multi room applications.
Shelf or wall-bracket mountable, the Ekwal’s strong,
compact cabinet construction and fully shielded drive
units enable flexible mounting options and positioning
close to a television, screen or monitor.
For its size, the Ekwal’s exceptional frequency response
and power handling make it equally suited for use as
any or all loudspeakers in multi channel systems or as
a pair in conventional two channel systems. Utilising
the same Linn designed drive unit configuration,
the Ekwal provides perfect tonal match and dispersion
patterns with the Linn Espek loudspeaker enabling
seamless integration in home entertainment systems.
The Ekwal can easily be configured as a passive or
an aktiv loudspeaker. Two removable, reversible link
connection boards (patent pending) on the rear of
the cabinet enable the Ekwal to be simply and quickly
configured for either single-wired passive, bi-wired
passive, bi-amped aktiv, or tri-amped aktiv operation.
The Ekwal loudspeaker is available in attractive maple,
black ash and American cherry finish from qualified
Linn outlets worldwide.
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EKWAL LOUDSPEAKER
Linn, the Linn logo and Ekwal are all registered trademarks.
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EKWAL
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

A new, elegant, no compromise, full range, ported
loudspeaker for passive and aktiv playback

❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙

Introduced
Volume
Frequency response
Input impedance
Amplified power
Efficiency
Magnetic screening

❙

Crossover option

❙

Wiring options

❙

Size

❙
❙

Weight
Finishes

2001
14.5 litres
55Hz – 20kHz +/- 3dB
4 ohms
Minimum 60W into 4 ohms
92dB for 1W at 1m(kHz)
Fully screened within three gauss
from the cabinet edge
Treble level can be reduced by
1dB on the crossover board
Single wire passive, bi-wire passive,
bi/tri amplified aktiv
H 614mm x W 170mm x D 248mm
H 24.2 inches x W 6.7 inches x D 9.8 inches
10.6kg / 23.4lbs
Black ash, American cherry or maple
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